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XXVI. On the Intensity at the Focal Point of a Telescope, wlten 
the Object-glass i  covered by a Diaphragm pierced with 
Circular Apertures. By JAMES WALKER, M.A., Demon- 
strator at the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford ~. 
T HE proposal recently made, to reduce the intensity of the image of a star by means of screens placed before 
the object-glass of a telescope, renders it of importance to 
determine the theoretical value of the intensity in such cases. 
In its general form the problem is one of considerable com- 
plexity ; but when the apertures in the screen are circles, the 
intensity at the focal point itself can be expressed in a form 
from which its value can be calculated to any required degree 
of accuracy. 
Taking the centre of the screen as origin, let the equation 
of one of the apertures be 
p2--2apcosO+a~--r~=O, . . . . .  (1) 
where r is the radius of the circle, and a the distance of its 
centre from the origin ; then, if we denote the aberration by 
Bp 4, the amplitude of the displacement a the focal point may 
be represented by a sum of terms of the form 
f fMu- l r /a  ( .~  4 
A= 1 | ododO, . . . .  (2) 
a/ -- s in - l  r/a dot  
where t= s/~--1, and Pl, P~ are the roots of (1); and the 
intensity at this point is obtained by multiplying this sum by 
the expression obtained from it by changing the sign of t. 
Expanding e a04 in a series, we at once obtain 
o ,.+' (~B)2 + 
- -~+" '+2n+l"  In ""} 
i f  p ~ 
and since 
4~+g_ 4~+g_ p=2~+l [4n+2 
p, p, -2 ~ - (acosO)  'n+3-up 
p=, 12P -1  14n+3- -2p_  
up- l 
X ( r~- -a  2 sin ~ O) ~ , 
the general term of the integral (2) is 
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(2n + 1) In pZ=l [2p-- 1 [4~n +--3-- 2pJ_ain-lr/a + 
2p--I 
× (r~--a 2 sin 2 0)~- dO 
(',/3)" P=~"+'~;, [4n + 2_ ["'a4,,+2 2 
(2~ + 1) I~ ~,= ~ 1  4n + 3-- Up. eVe 
× ( ,~)~1- -  ~ ~)  . (1--~:)~-- @ 
a 4"+~ (t/3)n P=~ +1 - [4n+2 
=22~.  In p=, [2p--l14n+3--2p 
.=2.+,-. r ~ 2n+ 1--p F ( zm'~)  F (~)  
x(-ra)'P 3o ( - -a )~( r ) lm'2~ m" 2F(m+p+l)  
Rearranging the terms so as to collect together the coeffi- 
cients of like powers of r a' this expression may be written 
a4.+~ (t/3).p=~+, =p ~o (--1)ql2p--2q--I [4n+3--2p+2q 2n+ 1 In p=~ q=p-l 
F 2q+l F 2p--2~/+1) 
j_q]2n+l--p F(p+l)  
a,,,+~ (tB).p==.+,/r_.12p [?n+l q=o 
=¢~r '2n+l"  ~ ~,  \a] [_pl2n+l-p q=p-1 ~' (-1)q 
2q+l 
x ip_q_112n+~_p+q+i  [q 
using the expression Im+ ~ to denote 
(,~ + ~) (~-~) (m-~) . . .  ~. ½. 
Now the expression 
x ( - -1 )q [p_q_ l [2n+~_p+q+ 1 . I-~ 
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(-- 1)P-' rr ~ l+~x+~.  2 
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is the coefficient of xP-' in the product 
1 .3 .5  x' }{  ~ + ~.2.----~ • i~- +.. .  1 - (~+½> 
+(~+½)(2n-½) o~, 
~-2 - " "  } '  




(--1) p-' . re½ (I--x)-½(1--x)~+}= (_ 1)p-', ~r*(1--x) ~". 
~[encc 
(--1)qlp--q--1 [2n+~--p+q+ 1" lq 
and the general term of the integral is 
"(5)" p=t I_P [P--1 {12n+1--p}2 
We thus obtain for the amplitude of the displacement a  
the focal point an expression of the form 
A=~{ Co + C,(,~) + 02(,~) = +. . .  }, 
where O. is the sum of the expressions obtained from 
a'n+= P= '+'[n : { 12n}~ (~)'P 
,=1 I_plp-*_ { len+' -p} ' '  
by giving r and a their proper values : and the intensity is 
I = ~ { Co' + (01'-- 20~0o)~' + (C•- ~C~C1 +20,00) ~ +. . .  }. 
An interesting case is that in which the apertures consis~ 
of x equal circles, of which one has i~s centre at the middle 
point of the object-giass, while the centres of the remaining 
x-- 1 are equidistant from this point. In this case, writing 
r =/zR, a=vR, 
where R is the radius of the full aperture of the object-glass, 
the value of the intensity at the focal point is 
I = ~.  x2/2R 4 { Do ~ + (Dx ~-  2D~Do)/~R s 
+ (D2 ~-  2DaDx + 2D,Do)/!PR '6 +. . .  }, 
I~n 
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where Do= 1, 
I; Ip-l{len+l-p}  
In the particular case of the screens upplied from the 
Royal Observatory, Greenwich, 
2 2 x=7;  ~= 5~7'  v= ~/~, 
and hence, 
4 7r when ~R = ~, I-----~R 4 x 0"0256 x 0'9811 ;
4 7~" ,, f~R = ~, I=~2R 4x0"0256 x0"9262 ;
the corresponding values of the intensity in the case of 
the full aperture being ~2R4x 0"9464 and ~'~R 4 x0"8003 
respectively. 
XXVI I .  Str~tts and Tie-Rods with Lateral Loads. 
By Professor Joan  PERRY,  ~).~C., -F..R.S. ~ 
I THIhYK that this subject has not yet been taken up 
scientifically; yet it is very important. The practical 
treatment of the whole subject of struts is in a very unsatis- 
factory condition ; and it is mainly due to this that, of two 
bridges designed for the same spans and loads, by two 
engineers, one has sometimes more than twice the weight of 
the other ; and in all probability the one of least weight is in 
some parts very much too strong, and in other parts has very 
little strength in excess of what is absolutely necessary. 
It  will be in the recollection of some of the members pre- 
sent that Professor Ayrton and I, in 1886, showed why 
experiment always gave a breaking-load for a strut which was 
less than that which results from Euler's theory. 
A strut is a prismatic body of homogeneous material sub- 
jected to equal and opposite crushing forces at its ends. 
Taking its length, 21 ; the least moment of inertia of its cross 
section about a straight line through its centre of area, I ; 
Young's modulus of elasticity, E ; .fc the compressive stress 
which the material will stand : then for a strut hinged at it~ 
ends (that is, if the resultant force at each end acts at the 
• Communicated by the Physical Society : read December 4, 1891. 
Phil. Mat. S. 5. Vol. 33. No. 202. March 1892. U 
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